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About This Game

Put Yourself in the Front Office

Front Office Football is a text-based sports simulation. It's a game for those of us who love the numbers in sports.

In Front Office Football, you play the role of your favorite team's general manager. You determine your team's future through
trading with opponents, negotiating contracts, bidding for free agents and discovering new talent through the annual amateur

draft.

You can also play the role of the armchair coach, setting game plans and depth charts, or even calling each play from an
extensive playbook.

You can determine ticket prices and submit stadium construction plans for public approval. You can move your team if the
public won't properly support your franchise.

Front Office Football Seven includes a multi-player career mode with full ftp support, allowing you to compete in a league with
up to 31 other enthusiastic general managers. Multi-player mode runs independently of Steam and requires a commissioner to

manage the web site.

The original game, released in 1998, received an Editors' Choice award from Computer Gaming World and a 4 1/2-star review.
It was nominated for numerous Sports Game of the Year awards. This is the Seventh full version.
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Front Office Football Seven features a 2015 player file and new careers with the default files begin in 2015 with the 2015
schedule. We're keeping this product on sale at half price to promote the series. For the latest in the series, Front Office

Football Eight is available and features a 2018 player file and schedule.

Your Goals in Front Office Football

In order to succeed in Front Office Football, you need to perform as well as possible in four different areas.

Team Performance. On the field, your primary goal is winning the coveted Front Office Bowl. Your fans, players and
staff all want to see that championship banner raised to a new position in the ring of honor surrounding your stadium.

Financial Performance. Off the field, your team needs to show a profit, or the owner will become angry and threaten
your job. You need to control salary and staff costs while balancing the need to spend money to build and upgrade your
stadium against the risk of facing stagnant ticket revenue with an aging arena.

Roster Value. You need to negotiate contracts, sign free agents, make wise decisions in the amateur draft and outsmart
opposing general managers in trade. Building a strong, capable roster means everything in Front Office Football.

Franchise Value. The bottom line is that a happy owner has a franchise that's the envy of professional football. Nothing
means more to the owners than seeing their franchise on the top of the list of most valuable franchises. You help put
your team on that list by excelling in the three other categories, but the best general managers look for opportunities to
move the team in order to find a home town with a strong economy that will support your team like none other.

Major Features of Front Office Football

The game concentrates on roster management and career play. There are several key elements emphasized in the game design:

A realistic trading module. You can't simply take the players you want from other teams.

Proper aging of players. Players at different positions age differently. Quarterbacks need a couple of more years to reach
their prime, but their careers last several years longer, on average, than running backs.

The amateur draft. Teams realistically assess their needs, and build through the draft.

Statistics. All the major stats are tracked and are available at any given time. Career and full season-by-season statistics
are tracked in 135 different categories, including Red Zone and Third Down numbers. You can view and sort statistics
by team, category and position. It's fast and accurate. Front Office Football also tracks and displays 182 different team
statistics and league totals.

Play calling. Designed to allow quick selection of a large library of players, you can be the ultimate GM and wrest
control of the play-by-play action from your coach. You can tailor your in-game strategy to your team's strengths without
having to build each play from scratch.

Free agency. Teams compete with you to sign the best free agents. Each player has his own idea of how much he wants
to stay with his existing team, and how much he wants to play for a champion. But money is still at the root of all
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decisions.

Home towns. Each player will have a home town from nearly 10,000 American cities. When deciding on teams during
free agency, players may prefer a team closer to home.

Depth charts. You set the depth chart at each position for your team, and fill out a play preference chart. Front Office
Football simulates games based on these charts. You can choose different personnel depending on your choice of
formations.

Game plans. The game plan will allow you to specify different strategies depending on the score of the game and how
much time remains. There are literally thousands of choices to make, or you can leave everything to your coaching staff.

Player ratings. Each player is rated for 53 different skills. But you don't have access to the raw numbers. Where's the fun
in that? You hire a coaching staff, with varied strengths and weaknesses. Your coaches tell you how good they think your
players are - and how good they think your opponents' players are.

The salary cap. It's an essential tool in keeping parity among professional football rosters. You'll have to cut your aging,
high-paid veterans just like any ruthless general manager worth his weight in negotiations.

City profiles. Submit a plan to build a new stadium to your voters. If they turn you down, you can propose a move to any
of 169 cities modeled in the game. Each city is rated for several economic criteria, which affects its desire for a new
team.

Team chemistry. Players will perform better or worse in some instances, depending on how they feel about players in
their group.

Dynamic Quarterback learning process. As quarterbacks learn more about the game, they will have access to more plays
during games, allowing the smarter signal-callers to better confuse their opponents.

Record keeping. All team statistics are tracked for a manager's entire career. Team records, including all-time
performance against every other team, are kept. A game-by-game performance breakdown is always available for
individual players.

Power ratings. You can see how your team ranks using Solecismic Software's custom power rankings. These ratings are
used to set a point spread for each game.

Enhanced replay value. Every time you start a new career, the core ratings for each player are randomly affected. For
veterans, the random change will be very small. Established stars will always be significant players. For rookies,
however, performance will vary significantly. This allows for a more challenging game and greater replay value.

Multi-Player League Support. Choose a commissioner to run the games for your league. Your commissioner will
simulate the games and process every team's instruction set for each stage during the game. Up to 32 people can compete
in each multi-player league.
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Thanks for taking a look at Front Office Football.
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It was pretty hard but I managed to beat one out of the competition.. First Impressions: This is a great game. Looks like Risk of
Rain, but even more chaotic, and levels!

Pros:
Fast Paced action
Upgradeable skills
Great boss battles
Online Co-Op
Great music, Needs more though.

Cons:
Buggy. (I've lost my saves 2 or 3 times, one of them that was around 75% complete. Additionally, when hosting, your save
overwrites the other players save, but keeps their levels and gears.)
Multiplayer and Single Player games ARE NOT separate on the same profile.
Repetitive. Arenas can only be played so many times before you run out of things to play.

Total: 7/10, because of bugginess. Definitely something I"ll come back to after it finishes.. This is a very thorough drawing
program. It provides complex tools for building your own brush type from scratch. Although I personally haven't been able to
use it for finalized art as of this build, what this program is absolutely amazing at is for creating concept art. You can use any
number of different brushes to make a rough silhouette shape, and then fine tune it until it has enough detail for you to refine it
further in another program.

However, just because I haven't been able to finalize my art in this program doesn't mean it's not possible. I've seen some really
impressive artwork done with this program, and I look forward to every update they provide. Concept art is usually a tedious
process that takes way longer than it should, but this program speeds up my workflow tenfold.. The story is engaging 10/10.
aDD MORE LEVELS NEW SURROUNDINGS.... BORED OF THE VISUALS AFTER 10 MIN
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It's a fun time waster. It's very repetitive, and involves a lot of grinding, which makes it great to play while splitting your
attention. I had more fun with it than a lot of games that cost twice as much. I don't like games without an end, and this one has
an actual goal to work towards.. The game looks pretty good. The controls are decent, provided you stay in 3rd person
perspective.

That said. There isn't much to do in this game. You just shoot the same set of very slow moving zombies. Over and Over. It
lacks any meaningful challenge. All that leaves you to look forward too is new guns. The gun you start with has plenty of ammo,
and packs a decent enough punch. So new guns are cool, but not really important.

Overall pretty bland. Wouldn't recommend. you can see for yourself in the video I created here:
https://youtu.be/4yjE3B8EcK4. I just beat my first play-through of Sorcery! Part 1 and was blown away. Tons of options, great
writing, and extraordinarily fun. It truly felt like sitting down around a table at D&D and playing a quick session with a party of
one (sometimes more). I look forward to playing Part 2 and will almost certainly get the next two parts as well.. Fruits inc 1 is
bugged.
You can't play the game past level 1.6 without cheating by edding the levels to obtain the needed resources.
Too bad.

Fruits inc 2 works, but it less of a challenge and less fun.. $ PRICE \/ QUALITY

\u2610 not worth
\u2610 acceptable
\u2611 absolutely worth

\u03df REQUIREMENTS

\u2611 minimum
\u2610 medium
\u2610 high end
\u2610 NASA computer

\u24c4 GRAPHICS

\u2610 wear glasses to protect your eyes
\u2610 bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 good
\u2610 masterpiece

\u24d8 GAME TIME

\u2610 download took longer
\u2610 short
\u2610 few hours
\u2611 long
\u2610 endless

\u270e STORY

\u2610 it doesnt have
\u2611 still better than Twilight
\u2610 good
\u2610 fantastic

\u2620 DIFFICULTY
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\u2611 easy
\u2610 easy to learn, hard to master
\u2610 hard
\u2610 dark souls
\u2610 korean level

\u263c BUGS

\u2610 game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 bugs destroying the game
\u2610 lot of bugs
\u2611 few bugs
\u2610 nothing. Das Spiel startet nicht. Ich werde darauf hingewiesen, das AGEIA PhysX nicht gestartet werden kann.
Was nun.
 Ein Spiel, das nicht läuft, ist verschwendetes Geld,
 und wenn es noch so günstig ist!. this is a good alternative to spine.
i can't wait for the spriter 2!
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